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About This Game

Play as the prehistoric hunter named Oog Oog, throw your spear, pick it up and throw it again

Full gamepad support for xbox one/360 with key/button remapping

procedurally generated terrain
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2 player local CO-OP

Fast exploration and hunting
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB NVidia or ATI Graphics Card

Storage: 1 GB available space
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If you liked 5 nights at Freddy`s, you will probably love this game. If you didn`t like it then this will probably feel like trashy
jump scare fest with awful controls.. It's a bit strange to be recommending this game after all the prizes have been claimed, but I
do genuinely like it. If you enjoy solving puzzles by thinking out of the box, you could do far worse. Yes, there are some rough
edges, glaring omissions in terms of settings (there aren't any... at all... no volume control, no mouse sensitivity and no
mouselook y invert). And yes, not all the puzzles are equally good. For some it is brutally difficult to get the final solution even
when you know exactly what to do.

And despite all those niggles, I had a lot of fun playing this, trying to figure out the solution, banging my head against the
keyboard when I couldn't. Also, I appreciate what the developers were trying to do and the spin they gave on this.

Now that the original puzzle race is over, it's likely that guides or hints will be written right here on Steam and that means that
future players can go through the game at their own pace and not be stuck any longer than they want to be. So, taking all that
into account, I'm gonna give this game a thumbs up.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O-zPJYhy9hw
I'm no good at logic games but this has the added dimension of a man pretending to be a cat.

Make a little track for cats on Roombas, knock out cats, trap cats, confuse cats, dance along with the cat circle! How can you go
wrong?. I dunno. The game got boring quickly for me. It has very nice visuals and I like the overall tone of the game but I
probably should have read reviews more thoroughly before purchasing. It really is just jumping around on lanterns avoiding
traps.. oh my lord this game is so bad. should cost 1.00 then id keep it. This has become one of my primary go to experiences
for introducing people to VR. These are great and everyone agrees that the Basejump, the 2nd time, is the best. (I've had a few
people end up on the floor the first time through so now we are in a position to catch them the first time we put them through it
:-) ).. Map is trash as always, but what can you expect from the people who produced the crap that Gladbeck is.
I'll be onest, I bought it only for the Urbino.. When I read "crab" I bought it instantly. Hoping and thinking, it would be a pinch
simulator. But pinching doesn't do anything (not the expected outcome anyway) - sadly. Instead, you - the crab - talk to people
and find their lost stuff on the beach. So it's not a pinch simulator, it's an excessive crabby walking simulator. The full price is
too expensive for what it is.. Star Conflict has become so bad since they added destroyers.
Now they keep adding "buildable" ships into the game on a concept similar to destroyers, none of those ships are reasonably
possible to earn without real money.

It is now becoming rare to find a match, without every single players using destroyers.
Something that is far less rare, 1vs1 or 2vs2 match, because the game is lacking players (mostly due to the game being bad since
the greedy devs keep releasing content only available with real money).

Unplayable as is or at least not playable with enjoyment.

Avoid this DLC like all the other paid content until it isn't too late.
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This game is way to amazing to be dead, they said they were leaving some US servers up but I never see any. I think it might
have a chance to come back if they had at least 1 server up. I still know a lot of people who want to or still play this game.. This
is a simple game. A game that you will play after a long day of taking a beating from your boss that happens to have a god-
complex. A game that will make you wish you played more of the retro-style games when you were younger. A game that will
find you staring at your screen in awe as you discover that your defense was meaningless! On a serious note, though, this game is
epic.

PROS:
-Sexy retro graphics
-A slight twist (and improvement) on the traditional TD style
-Replayability is quite ok (for its money's worth)
-Differing levels of Singleplayer difficulty (Easy, Normal, Hard, Impossible)
-1 vs 1 casual multiplayer battles in a sort of Warcraft III custom map feel
-Minimal bugs, maybe 2 or 3 tops
-An active developer

CONS: (I understand this is a newborn game)
-A slightly complicated UI, and this might make beginners feel rather overwhelmed (you get used to it after about 15 minutes,
though)
-The multiplayer community is in dire need of players
-A somewhat linear style of gameplay, and players may find themselves undergoing a repetitive cycle if they aren't enthusiastic
about TD

SUMMARY:
-A great concept, nice gameplay, nostalgia-inducing. I feel like this game will grow well if the developer continues to work on
this, and doesn't leave it dead. A LOT of potential for tons of updates in the future and exciting content. I say, give this game a
shot guys.. Almost a total rip off. Must be played with keyboard controls. Overall, not very interesting.. More or less megaman,
but it's a good game with some interesting weapons and upgrades and 2 differnt heros that have differnt weapons and
playstyles.. Nvidia 3D vision brings this game to life, I use my Onza (Razer 360 controller) for this game, (Only use it on PC for
a few games, my Imperator mouse takes care of the rest as controllers are for♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥unless its a racing, fighting (like
streetfighter), or platformer. and even some of the platformer games such as Alice In Madness (<3) I still use the Mouse and
Keyboard due to accuracy, but a hack and slash game such as this even requires one. Great game, Great Graphics on PC. 3D
brings it to life.
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